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Teleportation of a quantum state may be used for distributing entanglement between distant qubits in
quantum communication and for quantum computation. Here we demonstrate the implementation of a
teleportation protocol, up to the single-shot measurement step, with superconducting qubits coupled to a
microwave resonator. Using full quantum state tomography and evaluating an entanglement witness, we
show that the protocol generates a genuine tripartite entangled state of all three qubits. Calculating the
projection of the measured density matrix onto the basis states of two qubits allows us to reconstruct the
teleported state. Repeating this procedure for a complete set of input states we find an average output state
fidelity of 86%.
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Quantum teleportation achieves the transfer of a quan-
tum state from one physical location to another, even if the
sender has no knowledge about both the state to be tele-
ported and the location of the receiver [1]. In addition to its
use in quantum communication [2], for example, in context
of quantum repeaters [3], quantum teleportation also en-
ables universal and fault-tolerant quantum computation
[4–8]. Because of the stringent requirements on the control
and readout fidelity achievable for the multi qubit quantum
system, full teleportation with single-shot readout and real-
time feedback has so far only been experimentally realized
in microscopic degrees of freedom with single photon
[9–12] or continuous variable states [13,14] and, more
recently, with ions [15–18]. In early experiments with spins
using nuclear magnetic resonance techniques [19], single-
shot readout and feedback was replaced by dephasing and
controlled unitary operations. Here, we demonstrate the
implementation of teleportation with superconducting
circuits by replacing the single-shot readout [20] and
real-time feedback [21], both of which are challenging to
realize simultaneously in a three-qubit superconducting
quantum processor at the current state of the art, with
quantum state tomography. Even without explicitly realiz-
ing these steps, our benchmarking method allows us to
provide crucial information on the entanglement generated
during the teleportation protocol and the fidelity of the
teleportation process up to the measurement. It thus
presents an important step towards making use of tele-
portation in quantum processors realized in superconduct-
ing circuits.
In the standard protocol, nonlocal quantum correlations
combined with classical communication is used to perform
teleportation. In this scheme [see Fig. 1(a)] the sender is in
possession of qubit A in an arbitrary state jc i. In the first
step (I), a maximally entangled pair is generated, e.g.,
using a Hadamard (H) gate followed by a controlled-not
(CNOT) gate, and shared between the sender (qubit B) and
the receiver (qubit C). In the second step (II) the sender
applies a CNOT gate on his two qubits followed by a H gate
on qubit A generating an entangled three-qubit state ji. In
step III, the sender performs a measurement on his two
qubits, which combined with step II is equivalent to a
measurement performed in the Bell basis. He then sends
the digital results to the receiver over a classical commu-
nication channel. Depending on these results, the receiver
FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Circuit diagram of the standard
protocol to teleport the state jc i of qubit A to qubit C. Here,
H is the Hadamard gate, Z and X are the Pauli matrices z and
x. The CNOT gate is represented by a vertical line between the
control qubit (d) and the target qubit (). (b) The circuit
implemented in this experiment with controlled PHASE gates,
indicated by vertical lines between the relevant qubits (d), and
single-qubit rotations Rn^ of angle  about the axis n^.
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applies one of four unitary operations to his qubit to trans-
form the state of qubit C into the state jc i, completing the
teleportation protocol.
In our approach using superconducting qubits we realize
steps I and II by combining single-qubit rotations and two-
qubit controlled PHASE gates, as illustrated in Fig. 1(b), to
create the entangled state
ji ¼ 12fj00i  jc i þ j01i  ðxÞjc i
þ j10i  ðzÞjc i þ j11i  ðiyÞjc ig; (1)
where i are the Pauli matrices (jabci denotes the states of
qubits A,B,C, where j0i is the ground and j1i the excited
state). In this notation, it becomes obvious that a measure-
ment of qubits A and B collapses qubit C onto one of four
possible states. If the measurement outcome is 00, 01, 10,
or 11, qubit C is projected to either one of the states jc i,
xjc i, zjc i or iyjc i, respectively. Instead of
performing single-qubit measurements on qubits A and B
in step III, we analyze the three-qubit entangled state ji
with full quantum state tomography and reconstruct the
teleported state by calculating the projection of qubits A
and B onto the basis states j00i, j01i, j10i and j11i. We then
characterize the transfer of the input state jc i to qubit C by
performing process tomography conditioned on the pro-
jection onto the basis states of qubits A and B.
An optical microscope image of our sample consisting
of three transmon qubits (A,B,C) [22] dispersively coupled
to a microwave transmission line resonator is shown in
Fig. 2(a)–2(c). The resonator has a bare resonance fre-
quency of r ¼ 8:625 GHz and a quality factor of 3300.
It acts as a coupling bus [23] between the qubits and allows
to perform joint three-qubit readout by measuring its trans-
mission [24]. The qubits have a slightly anharmonic
ladder-type energy level structure. The first two levels are
used as the computational qubit states j0i and j1i, while the
second excited state j2i is used to perform two-qubit
operations [25,26]. For optimal coherence, we designed
qubits with maximal transition frequencies smaller than r
and anharmonicities big enough to address the first excited
state without exciting higher states. From spectroscopy we
extract the maximum transition frequencies maxA;B;C ¼
f6:714; 6:050; 4:999g GHz, charging energies Ec=h ¼
f0:264; 0:296; 0:307g GHz and coupling strength to the
resonator g=2 ¼ f0:36; 0:30; 0:34g GHz. To maximize
coherence, we independently tune each qubit transition
frequency to max using superconducting coils mounted
underneath the chip. At this optimal bias point, we find
energy relaxation times T1 ¼ f0:55; 0:70; 1:10g s and
phase coherence times T2 ¼ f0:45; 0:60; 0:65g s.
With two local control lines at each qubit, shown in
Fig. 2(b), we perform arbitrary single-qubit operations
with fidelity greater than 98% [27]. Resonant microwave
pulses applied to the open-ended transmission line realize
single-qubit rotations about the x and y axes [28].
Nanosecond time-scale current pulses applied to the
transmission line passing by the SQUID loop control the
qubit transition frequency realizing z-rotations.
The controlled PHASE (C-PHASE) gate is implemented
using the avoided level crossing between j11i and j20i
[25,26]. A fast magnetic flux pulse first shifts j11i non-
adiabatically into resonance with j20i. The system then
oscillates between the two states with twice the frequency
of the cavity mediated transverse coupling strength of
JAB11;20 ¼ 36 MHz (between qubits A and B) and JBC11;20 ¼
23 MHz (between qubits B and C). After an interaction
time t ¼ 2=2J11;20, the system returns to the initial state
j11i with an additional phase factor 1. No conditional
phase is picked up by the other basis states j00i, j01i or
j10i. Dynamic single-qubit phases are canceled by adjust-
ing the rotation axes of all subsequent single-qubit opera-
tions appropriately. The full two-qubit gates between A
FIG. 2 (color online). (a) Optical microscope image of the
sample with three qubits coupled to a coplanar wavequide
resonator with individual local microwave and magnetic flux-
bias lines for each qubit. (b) and (c) show a close up of qubit B.
d) Illustration of the pulse sequence for the implementation of
the circuit diagram shown in Fig. 1(b). Single and two-qubit
operations for the generation of the three-qubit entangled state
ji (Iþ II) are carried out with resonant microwave and mag-
netic flux pulses, respectively, (color code as in Fig. 1(b)]. The
tomography (III) consists of microwave pulses that turn the qubit
states to the desired measurement axis and a subsequent micro-
wave pulse applied to the resonator for the joint dispersive qubit
readout.
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and B, and between B and C are completed in 14 and 22 ns,
respectively.
The full pulse sequence applied to the device for the
generation and reconstruction of the three-qubit entangled
state ji using quantum state tomography [24] is shown in
Fig. 2(d). We repeated this scheme for a complete set of
input basis states jc i ¼ fj0i, j1i, ji, jþig, with ji ¼
ðj0i  ij1iÞ= ﬃﬃﬃ2p and jþi ¼ ðj0i þ j1iÞ= ﬃﬃﬃ2p . As an example,
the measured density matrix m for the input state jc i ¼
ji is shown in Fig. 3(a). We apply a maximum likelihood
method [29] to ensure that m is physical and determine
the fidelity F ¼ hjmji ¼ 0:740:060:06 with respect to
ideal state ji. We note that for this particular input state,
ji is a cluster state useful for one way quantum compu-
tation [30]. The error bars are estimated by resampling
from the Gaussian distributions inferred from the measure-
ments before executing the maximum likelihood method.
This procedure is repeated to gather statistics. The 5th and
95th percentile are reported as the error bar boundaries,
while the median is reported as the nominal value, since the
values calculated all had unimodal distributions. For the
input states jc i ¼ j0i, j1i and jþi the fidelities are
0:770:060:07 , 0:750:070:09 and 0:760:060:07 , respectively, com-
parable to the best fidelities of three-qubit entangled states
realized in superconducting qubits so far [31,32]. Also, the
measured correlations (colored bars) present in m ex-
pressed in terms of Pauli sets, displaying the expectation
values of all nontrivial tensor products P of identity I
and Pauli operators X, Y, Z, for three qubits, are in good
agreement with the expected ones (wireframe); see
Fig. 3(c).
Generally, the ideal three-qubit state ji generated by
the circuit is tripartite entangled as can be verified by
calculating the three tangle (residual tangle) defined for
pure states [33]. Only for jc i ¼ j0i and j1i the output state
ji remains biseparable. To quantify the amount of entan-
glement in the measured state m, we estimate the three
tangle 3ðÞ for mixed states via the convex-roof extension
[34]. The values 3ðÞ ¼ f0:450:100:09; 0:480:130:12g> 0
demonstrate that GHZ-type tripartite entanglement was
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FIG. 3 (color online). (a) Real and imaginary part of the measured three-qubit density matrix m when applying the circuit shown in
1(b) to the input state jc i ¼ ðj0i  ij1iÞ= ﬃﬃﬃ2p . (b) Teleported single-qubit state at qubit C found by projecting m from a) onto j00i and
tracing out qubits A and B. (c) Pauli sets for the state shown in a).
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prepared for jc i ¼ fji; jþig. If we only want to verify
that m contains tripartite entanglement without distin-
guishing between the GHZ and W class, we can use a
witness operatorW ¼ I  jihj [35]. Here,  is the
maximal squared overlap of any biseparable state with ji,
which yields 0.5 for jc i ¼ ji. For all biseparable states
we find TrðWÞ  0, whereas for the ideal tripartite en-
tangled state  ¼ jihj we find TrðWÞ ¼  1.
According to this criterion TrðWmÞ ¼ 0:240:060:06 <0
the measured state shown in Fig. 3(a) clearly has tripartite
entanglement. As derived in [36], the expectation value of
the witness operator also directly leads to a lower bound to
the generalized robustness of entanglement. It measures
the minimal amount of mixing of m with an arbitrary
density matrix such that m þ s is separable, for which
we find s  0:470:130:11 .
To determine the fidelity of the teleportation process up
to the measurement, we calculate the projection of m onto
the four basis states of qubit A and B j00i, j01i, j10i, and
j11i. The state of qubit C is then reconstructed by tracing
out qubits A and B and renormalizing the density matrix to
ijC ¼ TrABðPijmPyijÞ=TrðPijmÞ, where Pij are the pro-
jectors jijihijj  I. For the projector P00, this state is ex-
pected to be identical to the input state jc i. Figure 3(b)
shows 00C reconstructed from the measured data for the
input state ji with a fidelity of 0:870:080:10 . For the other
three projections, we find the resulting states of qubit C
xji, zji and iyji with respective fidelities
of 0:800:090:10 , 0:820:090:09 , and 0:870:080:11 .
To fully characterize the teleportation circuit, we have
performed quantum process tomography of the state trans-
fer by repeating the procedure described above for jc i ¼
j0i, j1i, ji, and jþi. With the known input states and the
reconstructed state of qubit C after teleportation, we cal-
culate the completely positive map of the teleportation
process Eijðjc ihc jÞ ¼ ijC ¼
P
m;n	
ij
mnEmjc ihc jEyn char-
acterized by the matrix 	ij expressed in the modified Pauli
operator basis fEmg ¼ fI; x; ~y ¼ iy; zg. The ex-
tracted matrices 	ij clearly demonstrate that the effective
processes acting on the target qubit during teleportation are
the unitary operations expected from Eq. (1), see Fig. 4.
Since the 	ij have only small imaginary elements <0:07,
we display the absolute value of 	ij for the different
projections Pij on qubits A and B to emphasize the devia-
tions from the ideal matrices 	ijt indicated by wireframes.
The corresponding process fidelities Fijp ¼ Trð	ij  	ijt Þ are
0:800:070:08 , 0:760:090:09 , 0:800:080:09 , 0:830:090:10 , yielding
0:800:050:05 averaged over all measurement outcomes. The
average output state fidelity Fij ¼ ð2Fijp þ 1Þ=3 is
0:860:050:06 , 0:840:050:07 , 0:870:060:06 , 0:880:060:06 for each in-
dividual process, and 0:860:030:04 on average.
In summary, we have benchmarked a teleportation al-
gorithm by tomographic reconstruction of the three-qubit
entangled state generated by the circuit up to the single-
qubit measurements. Using an entanglement witness, we
showed that this state has genuine tripartite entanglement.
We determined the fidelity of the teleported state by re-
ducing the density matrix with projection and find a high
average output state fidelity suggesting that full teleporta-
tion above the classical limit of F ¼ 2=3 is likely to
become possible in the near future with superconducting
qubits by combining our setup with a high fidelity single-
shot readout, e.g., with Josephson bifurcation [20] or para-
metric amplifiers [37], and feedback [21].
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